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  EU-FUNDED PROJECT NEWS  

FIRST BOARD MEETING OF THE „MOLDOVA ENERGY  
AND BIOMASS PROJECT”
On 15th April 2011, the National Board of the “Moldova Energy 
and Biomass Project” held its first meeting. The project funded 
by the European Union and co-funded and implemented by 
UNDP Moldova, aims to contribute to a more secure, competitive 
and sustainable energy production using renewable sources, 
primarily biomass from agricultural waste. 

 „The Republic of Moldova is highly dependent on energy imports; hence 
the Government priority to diversify the energy sources. Some of the 
surveys suggest that biomass is the most viable and accessible energy 
source in Moldova. We applaud the launch of the “Moldova Energy and 
Biomass Project” and we really expect it to help develop the renewable 
energy industry in our country”, stated Ilarion Popa, Deputy Minister of 
Economy, chair of the National Project Board.

Wolfgang Behrendt, Head of Political and Economic Section, EU Delegation in Moldova, highly appreciated the intention 
of the authorities to develop the renewable energy sources, conducive to the energy security of the country and reduction 
of greenhouse gas emissions. 

„This is the largest project in the energy sector of the Republic of Moldova that was made possible due to the increased 
interest of the Government and the financial support of the European Union”, concluded Matilda Dimovska, Deputy 
Resident Representative, and UNDP Moldova. 

The 4-year “Energy and Biomass Project” is expected to be implemented over the period 2011–2014, with a total 
budget of €14.56 million, provided by the European Union (€14 mln) and co-funded by UNDP Moldova (€ 0.56 mln). 

Contact person: Ina Zglavuta, e-mail: ina.zglavuta@undp.org

OFFICERS FROM THE CENTRE FOR COMBATING ECONOMIC CRIMES AND 
CORRUPTION BRIEFED ON ANTI-CORRUPTION ACTIVITIES IN BUDAPEST
Officers from the Centre for Combating Economic Crimes and 
Corruption (CCECC) in Moldova were hosted by the National 
Bureau of Investigation (NBI) and National Protective Service 
(NPS) of the Hungarian Ministry of Interior during a study visit 
to Budapest from 28 March to 1 April 2011.

The study visit was an integral part of EUBAM support to the CCECC within 
the framework of reorganisation of the CCECC and the development of 
an anti-corruption strategy in the Republic of Moldova. 

Officials in both the NBI and NPS delivered comprehensive presentations 
to the officers on the activities and responsibilities of offices, as well 
as on intelligence activities and methods employed. The study visit 
also included a visit to the city jail and border police office in Szabolcs-
Szatmar Bereg County, where actual cases of corruption and some results in the fight against corruption were outlined.

Contact person: Christina Turcan, e-mail: christina.turcan@eubam.org 
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MOLDOVAN AND UKRAINIAN AUTHORITIES CONSIDER ADOPTION  
OF AUTHORIZED ECONOMIC OPERATORS CONCEPT
At a two-day round of tri-lateral meetings held at EUBAM HQ 
in Odessa 13-14 April 2011, the customs authorities of the 
Republic of Moldova and Ukraine took their first steps towards 
implementation of a contemporary customs model that could 
revolutionize the way companies in both countries do business.

The ‘Authorized Economic Operators’ (AEO) concept is an international 
customs model endorsed by the World Customs Organisation (WCO) 
and World Trade Organisation which seeks to refine the customs 
process, including promotion of trust and transparency and a reduction 
in trade restrictions and delays. It has already been introduced by 
many customs administrations around the world. The European Union 
implemented it in 2008.

AEO certification would confer significant corporate credibility on businesses in Moldova and Ukraine, and provide a 
more transparent and efficient business environment in which to trade. Essentially, AEO certified companies would 
benefit from a reduction in time-consuming customs procedures. 

The participants actively have been discussing a set of standards required in order to achieve AEO certification. EUBAM, 
through its Post-Clearance Control and Audit Specialist, will support its customs partners in both Moldova and Ukraine 
as they develop the concept. The next step will involve the creation of working groups tasked to outline a vision and 
strategy for the implementation of the concept.

Contact person: Christina Turcan, e-mail: christina.turcan@eubam.org 

WORKSHOP ON CROSS-BORDER SURVEILLANCE
On 19- 22 April 2011, the workshop was organised for 
Moldovan authorities from food sector. 

After having developed a concept for the future food safety systems of 
Moldova, the Moldovan Authorities asked for assistance and guidance 
in the next steps of the approximation towards the EU hygiene package 
and all related SPS-issues. 

The workshop gave an overview of the EU Food Safety acquis 
with a special focus on feed and veterinary medicines taking into 
consideration the Moldova state of play. On the second day the next 
approximation steps towards the EU acquis were discussed more 
deeply in a smaller SPS group bearing in mind the future negotiations 
of a deep and comprehensive Free Trade Agreement between the EU 
and the Republic of Moldova.

Contact person: Zane Rungule, e-mail: Zane.RUNGULE@eeas.europa.eu
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EU FUNDED PROJECT SUPPORTS THE QUALITATIVE STUDY  
“SPECIFIC NEEDS OF CHILDREN AND ELDERLY LEFT BEHIND  
AS A CONSEQUENCE OF LABOUR MIGRATION”
On 27th April 2011, the Ministry of Labour Social Protection and 
Family (MLSPF) of the Republic of Moldova in partnership with 
the Moldova State University, the International Organization 
for Migration (IOM) and the United Nations Population Fund 
(UNFPA) presented the findings of the first qualitative in-depth 
study on the specific needs and problems encountered by the 
children and elderly left behind as a consequence of migration. 

The study gives a complete picture of the psychological, social and 
economic impact of migration on children and elderly left behind by 
their migrating family members, revealing general consequences on the 
family, community and society levels. 

“The results of the study serve as a strong basis for the improvement of 
the already existent mechanisms in the social protection domain, including creation and diversification of social services 
individually tailored to the needs of these children and elderly”, said Viorica Dumbraveanu, head of the Department for 
Children’s Rights and Family Protection within the Ministry of Labour, Social Protection and Family. 

The qualitative study “Specific Needs of the Children and Elderly Left Behind as a Consequence of Labour Migration” 
has been carried out within the IOM project “Supporting the implementation of the migration and development 
component of the EU-Moldova Mobility Partnership” (SIMP) funded by the EU, the Moldova State University Project 
“Support to the National Action Plan on Protection of Children Left Behind without Parental Care as a Consequence 
of Migration” funded by the Czech Development Agency through Caritas Czech Republic and the United Nations 
Population Fund Program in Moldova. 

Contact person: Ghenadie Cretu, e-mail: gcretu@iom.int

EU FUNDED PROJECT SUPPORTS MOLDOVAN DIASPORA  
ASSOCIATIONS UNDER THE DIASPORA SMALL GRANT MECHANISM 
The initiative is being implemented by the International Organization for 
Migration (IOM) in cooperation with the Moldovan Government within 
the EU-funded project titled “Supporting the migration and development 
component on the EU-Moldova Mobility Partnership”.

During the period of February 2011 – February 2012, ten Moldovan Diaspora 
Associations will benefit from Diaspora Small Grants Mechanism that will assist them 
in strengthening communication with migrants in their host countries, as well as 
communication between Moldova and migrants abroad, creating service platforms 
for migrants in host countries and strengthening their institutional capacities. 

As the result of the Call for Proposals for Diaspora Associations and initiative groups 
under the Small Grants Mechanism, over 35 Diaspora Associations and initiative 
migrants’ groups from such countries as: Czech Republic, Canada, Belgium, France, 
Germany, Greece, Italy, Great Britain, Moldova, Portugal, Russia, USA, Ukraine 
and Sweden submitted their applications. Out of the total number 10 Diaspora 
associations and initiative groups were selected and will benefit of small grants up 
to € 5 thousand each. The successful projects mainly aim at developing existing and creating new viable communication 
channels between Moldova and migrants abroad, as well as among Diaspora Associations in different countries in order 
to solidify their institutional capacities and initiate service platforms in host countries. 

Contact person: Oxana Maciuca, e-mail: omaciuca@iom.int 
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ODESSA HOSTS 16TH ADVISORY BOARD MEETING OF THE EUROPEAN 
UNION BORDER ASSISTANCE MISSION TO MOLDOVA AND UKRAINE
At the 16th Advisory Board Meeting of the European Union 
Border Assistance Mission to Moldova and Ukraine (EUBAM) 
held in Odessa in April 2011, participants including Moldovan 
and Ukrainian agencies and government representatives, the 
European Commission, the UNDP, and the OSCE, reviewed the 
activities and progress achieved by EUBAM articulated in its 
Annual Report covering the period December 2009 to November 
2010, and Activity Report for December 2010 to February 2011.

With EUBAM having marked five years of work in both countries in 
November 2010, the Advisory Board of Mission also allowed the 
Mission to distribute its Five-Year Progress report, which details progress 
achieved by its partners during the five years of EUBAM activity.

In particular, the Board noted vital activities EUBAM is engaged with together with its partners, such as capacity building 
and training initiatives, support to the integrated border management process, customs controls and transparency, 
demarcation of the common Moldova-Ukraine border, as well as efforts at combating cross-border crime and corruption.

The Head of EUBAM, Udo Burkholder, remarked on the deepening cooperation between the Mission and its partners in 
both the Republic of Moldova and Ukraine.

The current mandate of EUBAM expires at the end of November 2011, with the possibility of extending it beyond that 
still under consideration.

Contact person: Christina Turcan, e-mail: christina.turcan@eubam.org 

EU BORDER ASSISTANCE MISSION TO MOLDOVA AND UKRAINE, 
DEMOCRATIC CONTROL OF ARMED FORCES AND BORDER-GUARD 
PARTNERS FINALISE TRAINING CURRICULUM
The programme has been developed in accordance with the 
unique training philosophy of EUBAM’s Capacity Building Unit, 
an approach based on ‘train the trainers’, and development of 
curricula for the training academies of partner services. This 
approach is designed to ensure the long-term sustainability of 
educational support provided to partners.

EUBAM, Democratic Control of Armed Forces (DCAF), and 20 senior 
border guard representatives from the Republic of Moldova and Ukraine 
jointly developed the programme, entitled the ”International Training 
Course for Station Commanders”, over six months. 

The comprehensive two-year programme will feature five modules 
addressing pertinent border-guard issues such as Leadership and 
Management, Risk Analysis, Intelligence and Investigation, Border Surveillance, Border Checks, EU Institutions, Integrated 
Border Management, Human Rights, and Border-Guard Ethics.

The programme will be officially launched in Odessa on 13-16 June, with actual implementation starting on 1 July.

Contact person: Christina Turcan, e-mail: christina.turcan@eubam.org 
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EUBAM INTERNATIONAL YOUTH CAMP “BORDERS OF EUROPE”
European Union Border Assistance Mission to Moldova and 
Ukraine is pleased to announce its International Youth Camp 
‘Borders of Europe’ 2011. 

Theoretical Module includes: schengen system, customs acquits, 
integrated border management concept; combating organized crime; 
risk analysis.

While the practical module consists of: project management, public 
relations, leadership, intercultural and social competence. 

The camp is opened to 1st -3rd year students with a background in 
International Relations, International Law, European Studies, Political or 
Social Science or related fields from one of the following universities: 
Odessa National I.I. Mechnikov University, National University “Odessa 
Law Academy”, Odessa State Economic University, Odessa State University of Internal Affairs, Odessa Regional Institute 
of Public Administration of the National Academy of Public Administration, Office of the President of Ukraine, Free 
International University of Moldova, Academy of Economic Studies of Moldova and T.Shevchenko University in Tiraspol.

Language skills: fluency in both English and Russian.

Applicants must send the following documents to schools@eubam.org
• CV in English; 
•  Letter of motivation in English (maximum 1 page) explaining why you would like to participate in EUBAM 

International Youth Camp ‘Borders of Europe’? How will you benefit from participating in it? 
• Copy of the university transcript (in one file). 

Deadline for applications: 31 May 2011

Contact person: Dariia Pokhliebaieva, Maryna Reshetnyak, e-mail: press@eubam.org 

WORKSHOP ON SPS AND FOOD SAFETY REQUIREMENTS ACCORDING  
TO EU LEGISLATION AND STANDARDS
A 4 days workshop was held on 28-29 April 2011 and provided to the participants from the Ministry of 
Internal Affairs an introduction on border surveillance as a special investigation method. 

The other topics covered by the workshop were analysis of the legal aspects of cross-border cooperation, practical 
exercises with surveillance police officers of the General Directorate of Moldova based on Article 11 of the Police 
Cooperation Convention (PCC) for Southeast Europe from Moldova to Romania; a presentation of the PCC SEE 
related to Police Operations and Special Investigation Methods with a special focus on Cross-border Surveillance 
and Controlled Delivery, presentation of relevant chapters of PCC SEE Manual, discussion of the aims of uniform 
documentation method, introduction of GPS tracking system. 

Overall the aim of the workshop was to present the good practices of EU countries in Cross-border Surveillance and 
Controlled Delivery.

Contact person: Zane Rungule, e-mail: Zane.RUNGULE@eeas.europa.eu
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  EU-FUNDED PROJECT ANNOUNCEMENTS  

(May-June 2011)

16-17 MAY 2011, BALTI; 16-27 MAY 2011, COTIUJENII MARI 
(SOLDANESTI REGION) 
In the framework of the “Supporting the implementation of the migration and development component 
of the EU -Moldova Mobility Partnership” Project will be organized the Economic empowerment 
trainings for youth and women from rural areas. 

Contact person: Vasilov Ludmila, e-mail: lvasilov@iom.in

16-20 MAY 2011, CHISINAU 
In the framework the Twinning Project “Support to implementation and enforcement of intellectual 
property rights in the Republic of Moldova” will be organized the Training needs assessment  - AGEPI 
Promotion and Publishing Department. 

Contact person: Victoria Muntean, muntean.victoria@gmail.com

16-20 MAY 2011, CHISINAU
In the framework the Twinning Project “Support to implementation and enforcement of intellectual 
property rights in the Republic of Moldova” will be organized the Developing of AGEPI’s communication 
Strategies. 

Contact person: Victoria Muntean, muntean.victoria@gmail.com

23-27 MAY 2011, CHISINAU
In the framework of the Twinning Project “Support to implementation and enforcement of intellectual 
property rights in the Republic of Moldova” will be organized the Designations of Origin, Geographical 
Indications and Traditional Specialties Guaranteed Study. 

Contact person: Victoria Muntean, muntean.victoria@gmail.com

24-27 MAY 2011, KYIV
In the framework of the Regional Protection Programme (Moldova component) Phase 1, will be 
organized the Advanced Refugee Law Seminar for Judges from Belarus, Moldova and Ukraine.

Contact person: Marin Roman, roman@unhcr.org

25 MAY 2011, CHISINAU, LEOGRAND HOTEL
Official launch of the EU-funded project “Addressing the negative effects of migration  
on minors and families left behind”. 

Contact person: Natalia Moiseevici; e-mail: nmoisevici@iom.int

30 MAY–1 JUNE 2011, CHISINAU
In the framework the Twinning Project “Support to implementation and enforcement  
of intellectual property rights in the Republic of Moldova” will be organized Training  
Needs Assessment — Ministry of Justice. 

Contact person: Victoria Muntean, muntean.victoria@gmail.com
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30 MAY–2 JUNE, CHISINAU
In the framework the Twinning Project “Support to implementation and enforcement  
of intellectual property rights in the Republic of Moldova” will be organized the Training —  
Ministry of Internal Affairs. 

Contact person: Victoria Muntean, muntean.victoria@gmail.com

30 MAY–3 JUNE 2011, CHISINAU
In the framework the Twinning Project “Support to implementation and enforcement  
of intellectual property rights in the Republic of Moldova” will be organized the Collective  
Management Organization Study. 

Contact person: Victoria Muntean, muntean.victoria@gmail.com

DATE TO BE CONFIRMED
Two school presentations held by EUBAM Field Office Chisinau and EUBAM Liaison Office experts. 

Contact person: Cristina Turcan, christina.turcan@eubam.org     

This newsletter is produced in the framework of the project “Communication and Visibility in Moldova 2011”. The project is
funded by the European Union and implemented by KEY Communications in consortium with PARC Communications.
Contact person: Olga Vergeles, e-mail: vergeles@keycommunications.ua


